"LEAD THE WAY!"  Brendan Emmett Quigley (www.brendanemmettquigley.com)

**ACROSS**

1. Shit to do around the house  
7. Internet jokey greeting  
10. Shaking  
13. Kosher-certified  
14. Stitching stuff  
15. Get sour  
16. Stack of computer connections?  
18. Singer Rita ___  
19. Wallop  
20. Wallop  
21. Not really there  
23. Camry manufacturer defies authority?  
26. Dude on Tinder, likely  
27. Nickname for a tall man  
28. Punish an alternative reader monetarily?  
32. Put in the cloud  
35. Pindaric work  
36. [Is this mic on?]  
38. Answer for "More Grenache and Brie?"  
39. Gratin dauphinois ingredient  
43. Decorative container at a courthouse?  
47. Smartphone pics  
49. Going both ways: Pref.  
50. Arm bone moments of decline?  
54. Without being said  
55. Soprano Ponselle  
56. Drops a line on Facebook  
58. Sense of importance  
59. All the latest about the ducts from the kidney?  
62. "R U Talkin' ____ Re: Me?" (Scott Aukerman and Adam Scott’s podcast)

64. Engages in crew  
65. Its capital is Taipei  
66. Anger  
67. Name on a frozen tub  
68. Starts off

**DOWN**

1. AMD product  
2. Dank weed  
3. Circumnavigate the world  
4. Return to the factory settings, say  
5. Mrs. Juan Perón  
6. Emit  
7. Poems that are in / A 5 7 5 form like / what I did right here  
8. Bean bag toss’s path  
9. Come into later in life  
10. Half moons?  
11. Rich cake  
12. Doesn’t go anywhere  
14. Rec. center that wouldn’t have made sense for the Village People to sing about  
17. Watch lever  
22. TV actor Ventimiglia  
24. "____ first!" (Editor’s note: this would have been a better title for this puzzle)  
25. Pair in a qt.  
26. Dandy dude  
27. Words with a ring  
28. Bottom line  
29. Port.’s home  
30. Polish off  
31. Loud noise  
32. Accolade  
33. Berry in a smoothie  
34. Thankless neverending job, say  
38. Opening number?  
44. Gives out  
45. Washboard ___  
46. What one is liable to do in their made bed, proverbially  
48. Completely madcap  
50. Egg holders  
51. Pint selection  
52. Piles and piles  
53. Diving ducks  
55. Swing at a fly  
60. Sir Stewart  
61. Credit card application encl.  
62. ___ Bol (toilet cleaner brand)